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A few weeks ago in Indianapolis, I delivered

a speech which some people misinterpreted and, e
ven

worse, quite a few people misunderstood. The

speech was about the responsibilities of broadcastin
g

licensees and about the Administration's proposals to

change the license renewal process. Most of

that speech dealt with the first issue -- the licensee
's

responsibilities -- and today I want to focus on 
the

second issue, and give you the facts about our lice
nse

renewal bill.

Our system of broadcasting presents this country wi
th a

unique dilemma which goes back to the basic policy 
embodied

in the Communications Act of 1934. Section 309(a) of that

Act requires the Federal Communications Commission 
(FCC) to

grant applications for broadcast licenses if "the p
ublic

interest, convenience, and necessity will be served 
thereby."

This necessarily means that the government will be 
involved,

to some extent, in passing judgment on the heart 
of the

broadcast service -- the broadcaster's programming.

But then section 326 of that same Act specific
ally denies

the FCC the "power of censorship" and the power t
o

"interfere with the right of free speech" of t
he broadcaster.
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The implementation of these two statutory goals requir
es

a difficult balancing act. On the one hand, the

broadcasting industry must be responsible to the public

through the legal processes of the Communications Act that

the public has recourse to see that this responsibility i
s

being exercised. On the other hand, the Government

can't use the Act to be too active an intermediary betwe
en

the public and the industry -- even with the best of

intentions -- because the net effect would be to make

Government agents out of broadcasting licensees, rather

than establish them as independent voices and sources of

information in our marketplace of ideas.

The place in the federal licensing system where the
se

competing statutory goals are most clearly evident is

the license renewal process. The burden of balancing these

interests is thrust squarely on the FCC's shoulders by t
he

Communications Act, and the Act contemplates that th
ey will

be maintained in a state of equilibrium. But recently

instability and uncertainty have developed in the broa
dcast

licensing process. And when something as sensitive as

licensing a medium of expression is involved, this ins
tability

and uncertainty give rise to the threat of arbitrar
y and

subjective determinations that promote the Government'
s own

view of what programming is good for the public to see
 and

hear. In this unstable environment, the broadcaster 
will
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seek the shelter of whatever safe harbor is available.

To ensure that his license is renewed, he will operate

his station in a manner that pleases the government, and 
not

one that best serves his local audiences.

To evaluate our proposal for restoring balance and stability

to the license renewal process, it's important to know what

our bill does do, and what it doesn't do. That is what-has

been most misunderstood and what I want to clear up for 
you

today.

What our bill does not do is change the broadcaster's

present obligations to be responsive to his community

and to be even-handed in covering important public issues
.

These long-standing obligations of the broadcaster c
onstitute

the two principal criteria for license renewal in ou
r bill:

(1) the broadcaster must be substantially attuned to

community needs and interests, and respond to those ne
eds

and interests in his programming -- this is known as
 the

ascertainment obligation; and (2) the broadcaster mu
st

provide reasonable opportunity for discussion of confl
icting

views on public issues -- this is known as the fairn
ess

obligation. These criteria represent a distillation

of what the public interest standard means in the
 context

of license renewals, as stated by the Congress
 and the FCC.
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These obligations bear repetition and emphasis, and serve

as ideal criteria for license renewal because they require

the broadcaster to turn toward his local audiences. He

must serve their needs and see that they are adequately

informed on public issues. If the broadcaster can

render satisfactory service to his communities, based on

these two criteria, then his license should be renewed.

Now for what our bill does do. It improves the license

renewal process by making four changes in the present

practices: (1) it extends the term of broadcast licenses

from three to five years; (2) it eliminates the requirement

for a comparative hearing whenever a competing application

is filed for the same broadcast service; (3) it prohibits

any restructuring of the broadcasting industry through the

license renewal process; and (4) it prohibits the FCC from

considering its own predetermined program criteria in applying

the ascertainment and fairness standards of the bill.

In the interests of clarity, if not scintillating style,

I'd like to bore you with the details of these provisions

of our renewal bill.
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The first change would be to extend broadcast license terms

from three to five years. When the Communications Act

was passed in 1934, the short three year license term was

a reasonable precaution in dealing with a new and untried

industry. A five year period, however, seems to be a more

reasonable period at this stage in broadcasting history.

It would inject more stability into the license renewal

process and allow the broadcaster more time to determine

the needs and interests of his local community and plan

long-range programs of community service.

A longer renewal period would also go a long way toward

lightening the serious burden that processing applications

for renewal places on the FCC's resources and reducing the

paperwork backlogs that cause delays in re-licensing stations.

For example, as of this week, the trade press reports that

143 television and radio licenses are in limbo awaiting

renewal.

Moreover, an extension to five years of the broadcaster's

license does not mean he will be put out of the reach

of the FCC or that he may ignore his public interest
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responsibilities for five years at a time. The

bill would not affect the powers of the FCC to deal

with complaints raised by the public. The licensee

would continue to be answerable to his community at any

time during the five year period.

The second change the bill would make in the renewal process

would be to eliminate the requirement for a comparative

hearing whenever a competing application is filed for the

same broadcast service. Presently, when a broadcaster's

license comes up for renewal and it is challenged by a

competing application, the FCC must set a comparative

hearing in which the competing applicant and the performance

of the present applicant are evaluated together.

The FCC, under current procedures, is forbidden from exercising

its independent judgment as to whether a comparative hearing

is even necessary. Without initially assessing the past

performance of the incumbent licensee, the FCC must throw him

into a comparative hearing, which usually involves substantial

expenditures of time, money and manpower. The comparative

hearing is not unlike the medieval trials by battle, and the

winner of this trial is not necessarily the person who will
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best serve the interests of the local community but rather

the one who can afford to stay in the heat of battle the

longest -- the one with the most time, the deepest pocket,

and the best lawyer. Certainly, in this day and age, we

can devise more rational and equitable procedures especial
ly

when, in all cases, a substantial public interest is at stake
.

Our license renewal bill would revise these procedures so 
that

a hearing would be required only if the competing applic
ant

has raised a substantial question regarding the present

licensee's performance under the criteria set out in the
 bill.

If the FCC determines there is no question, then the licen
se

would be renewed. Only if the Commission is unable to

conclude that the licensee's performance warrants re
newal

would a hearing be required.

The third change in the bill would preclude the FCC

from rcstructuring the broadcasting industry throug
h

license renewal hearings. Presently, the Commission

can implement policy relating to industry structu
re -- such

as a policy restricting the types of companies th
at can

own TV stations -- through the criteria it us
es to decide

renewal hearings. This means the policy could be

applied in a highly subjective and inconsistent man
ner.
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Restructuring of the broadcasting

should not be allowed. Rather,

are to be changed, they should be

rulemaking procedures of the FCC,

industry in this manner

if industry-wide policies

changed through the general

with full opportunities

provided to the entire broadcast industry and all members

of the public to participate in the proceeding.

The fourth and last change our license renewal bill would

make in the renewal process would be to forbid the FCC use

predetermined performance criteria for the evaluation of

renewal applications.

The Communications Act of 1934 does not anywhere define

what constitutes the "public interest, convenience

and necessity." And so, the responsibility for

doing so has fallen on the FCC and the courts.

As a result the "public interest" has come to mean no

more than what the FCC and the courts want it to mean.

Presently, an important factor in determining the

licensee's public interest performance is the extent

to which he has programmed in 14 specific program

categories predetermined by the FCC. And the

of

trend is toward more detailed program categories,

1

more program quotas and more percentages.
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The Administration's bill is designed to halt
 this trend

toward quantification of the public interest. Confining

the FCC's evaluation of the licensee's perform
ance to the

bill's ascertainment and fairness criteria makes th
e local

community the touchstone of the concept of public se
rvice

embodied in the Communications Act. Serving the local

community's needs and interests instead of the des
ires

of the Washington bureaucrats would become the b
roadcaster's

number one priority.

You will recall my description of the dilemma tha
t the

Government faces in regard to the regulation of 
broadcasting.

A lot of criticism that is being levelled at our
 license

renewal bill seems to be coming from those who 
are unaware

of this dilemma or misunderstand the present
 nature and

extent of broadcast regulation.

The critics seem to want it both ways. They say they

want to preserve absolutely the broadcaster's
 First Amendment

rights. But they are uncomfortable about leaving such
 a
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powerful medium of expression unchecked by
 Government

supervision. So they also feel that the public should

have unrestricted rights to bring Government 
power to bear

on the licensee at renewal time.

There is legitimate room for disagreement about 
how

this balancing process can be best achieved.
—

But the dilemma will not go away and those who 
criticize

our bill can't have it both ways. Don't you want

limits on government power such as those in our b
ill?

Or do you prefer the current scheme, with it
s burgeoning

program categories, percentage's, and renewals e
very three

years? Do you want the Government to exercise

more control over broadcasting? Or should the

Government withdraw completely from broadcast
ing regulation

and tell minority groups they have no recour
se against the

licensee?

When I say critics of our bill can't have it 
both ways, I

mean they can't answer yes to all of these
 questions.

There are a number of quite different, an
d mutually exclusive,

approaches to broadcast regulation.
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Under one approach, we could expand the present trend of

Government control and have the Government take over the broad-

caster's responsibility to his local community. Under

another approach, the Government could withdraw completely

from regulation of broadcasting. This Administration

has chosen a third approach, one that would restore equi
librium

to the broadcasting system and balance the competing goa
ls

of the Communications Act. This approach relies

on the exercise of more private responsibility and volun
tary

action by broadcast licensees who truly dedicate themselves

to the communities they are licensed to serve. Which

approach will you choose?
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,.P'OrtANDIY , FP

•ir. .on Ziegler
The White house

Attached is a copy of the speech Tow Whitehead will be
delivering today at 12:30 p.n. to the New York Chapter
of the National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences
at the Americana Hotel in ',ow York City. As you requested,
the following are the four major changes in broadcast
license renewal procedures that would be brought about
by the OTP bill.

1. The legislation extends the term of license for
a broadcast station from three to five years.
This increase is proportionate with the time
required to recoup the substantial investment
in money and effort that a broadcaster must now
make, as well as with the time that it takes for
a broadcasting operation to provide a high
quality of service.

2. The legislation provides that policies regarding
the grant of licenses -- such as policies regarding
multiple or cross media ownership -- must be
contained in rules of general application promul-
gated througn the (omission's rule-r,laking pro-
cedures. This provision does not modify any of
the Commission's powers enuuerated under the
Communications Act, or constrain its determination
of substantive policy. It simply requires that
such policy be made through a proceeding in which
all views are given the opportunity to be heard and
considered, and all information analyzed and weighed.

3. The legislation replaces the broad 'public
interest"' standard now governing the evaluation
of renewal applications by two specific criteria
geared to the applicant's past performance.
This is the best evidence there is as to the
applicant's qualification for license renewal.
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The first of these criteria is the licensee's
responsiveness to the needs and interests of the
communities he services, and the second is the
licensee's fulfillment of the fairness obligation,
as it is stated in section 315(a) of the Com-
munications Act. Employment of these criteria
will have two effects: it will establish the
local community rather than any artifical or
arbitrarily determined program mix requirements
or performance standards as a point of reference
in determining whether or not a license should
be renewed. Furthermore, it will provide for
general oversight by the Conmission of the
licensee's adherence to the fairness obligation,
and lessen the need for day-to-day enforcement
of the obligation on a case-by-case basis.

4. The legislation establishes procedures for
consideration of competing applications for the
license for which renewal is sought. As with
those governing petitions to deny -- which are
not changed by the legislation -- these pro-
cedures specify that the challenger must first
show that i,rant of the renewal application would
be inconsistent with the legislation's criteria
for renewal. If this showing is made, then a
full comparative hearing is held. These pro-
cedures assure that healthy competition for
licenses is an essential part of broadcasting,
but that at the sane time, such competition
occurs within an overall environment of
predictability and stability.

If you havo lny further questions, you can reach me through
my secretary at x4990.

Brian P. Lamb
Assistant to the Director

Attachnent

BPL:cjc
cc:
DO Chron
DO Records
Whitehead
OL,Subject

Chron



Itinerary for
Clay T. Whitehead
New York, New York
January 11, 1973

Thursday, January 11, 1973

8:10 a.m. Coyt will pick you up
8:30 a.m. Lv. National airport via American #303
9:25 a.m. Arr. La Guardia

10:00 a. m. Interview with Mr. Sandy Lechner
Eye Witness Exclusive
ABC-TV
433 West 53rd

12:30 p.m. Address before the NATAS
Imperial Ballroom B

Americana Hotel
53rd Street and 7th Avenue

2:30 p.m. Meeting with Irving Kristol
Century Club
7 West 43rd Street

4:00 p.m. Meeting with James Shepley
and Barry Zorthian
Time Life Building
6th Avenue and 50th Street

5:00 p. Interview with Theo Sklover
Open Channel
220 West 22nd Street
(Between 7th and 8th Avenue)
16th Floor

'7C

7:30 p.m. Lv. LaGuardia via American #339
8:28 p.m. Arr. National airport

Coyt will pick you up

(212) 581-7777

(212) 581-1000

(212) 593-7124

(212) 556.-5495

(212) 354-8910
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NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10020

TELEPHONE: (212) 582-0190

January 22, 1972

Mr. Clay T. Whitehead
Director
Office of Telecommunications Policy
Office of the Whitehouse
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Whitehead.

On behalf of our President John Cannon, the members and guests
of the New York Chapter of The National Academy of Television
Arts and Sciences, please accept our sincere thank you for
being our "Drop-In" Luncheon speaker on Thursday, January 11th.

The Academy benefited greatly from your visit and I trust
there will be many occasions in the future when we will again
have the advantage of your presence and thoughts.

May T add that it was a personal pleasure to have had the
opportunity to meet and speak with you. If I can be of any
assistance to you at any time, please do not hesitate to call.

In the meantime, I remain

R pectfully yours,
;

Dan Tyra, Produce
"Drop-In" Lunche ns

DT:ww
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Do you have any extra expenses for your trip to New York yesterday?
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December 1971

SEC. CL.

DOCUMENT CONTROL

ORIGIN

DATE OF DOC DATE RECD DATE OUT SUSPENSE DATE

1-4/29 12,W) 

TO L.lay T. Whitehead
FROM Dan Tyra, Nat Academy of
SUBJ. 

Television Arts and Scienc,r

)elighted to confirm 1/11/72 for
Drop-In" Luncheon in New York.

COURIER NO. \ ANSWERED NO REPLY

Itt GPO: 1972-473-235

CONTROL NO.

CROSS REFERENCE OR
POINT OF FILING

ROUTING DATE
SENT

•JAT.reti.er 12/79
CC: Brian Lamb

Helen
T.,11dy
•ITS
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Mr. Clay T. Whitehead
Director
Office of Telecommunications Policy
Executive Office of the President
Washington,D. C. 20504

Dear Mr. Whitehead:

New York Chapter

1270 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS

NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10020

TELEPHONE: (212) 582-0190

December 20, 1972

Brian Lamb has just informed me that you have graciously
consented to be our guest at the "Drop-In" Luncheon
Series.

We are delighted to confirm the date of Thursday,

January 11, 1972 from 12:00 P.M. to 2:00 P.M. in the

Royal Box of the Americana Hotel, 53rd Street and

Seventh Avenue. 01-

The format is simple - cocktails from 12 Noon to 12:30 P.M.;

an informal talk with or without questions and
answers from the floor on the subject of your choice; and
a buffet luncheon starting at approximately 1:00 P.M.

Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to
ask. In the meantime, we look forward to seeing you on
the 11th.

Si'rely yours

Dan Tyra
Producer

cc: Mr. Br an Lamb

DT :5
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BERNARD KOTEEN

WILLIAM C BURT

ALAN Y. NAFTALIN

JOHN W. SIMPSON

RAIN ER K KRAUS

VICTOR E.FERRALL,JR

ARTHUR B. GOODKIND
GEORGE Y. WHEELER
LEON M. KESTENBAUM

HERBERT D. MILLER, JR.
BRUCE P. MOORE

AW OFFICES

KOTEEN & BURT
1000 VERMONT AVENUE. NW.

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005

January 17, 1973

Dr. Clay T. Whitehead

Office of Telecommunications Policy

1800 G Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20504

Dear Tom:

I enjoyed meeting you at the Taft managers meeting. When you

get a free moment, please give me a call and let's get together.

Best regards.

Sincerely,

Victor E. Ferrall, Jr.

TELEPHONE

REPUBLIC 7-5566

CABLE ADDRESS

.KOBU FIT"



Thursday 1/4/73 SPEECH

1/11/73

3:00 Brian advises Mr. Whitehead will be travelling with Julius Boucha

when he goes to New York on Thursday, Jan. 11 -- so we will be

making couch reservations.

Brian will be going up on Wednesday, Jan. 10, alone.

ItJeJ //e-

I5



Clay T. Whitehead

Thursday,

8:30 a.m.
9:25 a.m.

January 11, 1973

Tickets to be picked up at 16th & K Sts., N.W.
American Airlines, Wednesday, January 10, 1973

Lv Washington National via AA 303
Ar New York La Guardia

Thursday, January 11, 1973 

7:30 p.m.
8:28 p.m.

Lv New York La Guardia via AA 339
Ar Washington National

Brian P. Lamb Tickets to be picked up at 16th & K Sts., N.W.
American Airlines, Wednesday, January 10, 1973

Thursday, January 11, 1973 

8:30 a.m.
9:25 a.m.

Lv Washington National via AA 303
Ar New York La Guardia

Thursday January 11_, 1973_

7:30 p.m.
8:28 p.m.

Lv New York La Guardia via AA 339
Ar Washington National



Tickets to be picked up at 16th & K Sts., N.W.

Clay T. Whitehead American Airlines, Wednesday, January 10, 1973

Thursday, January ,11, 1973 

8:30 a.m.
9:25 a.m.

Lv Washington National via AA 303
Ar New York La Guardia

Thursdayt_January 11, 1973 

7:30 p.m.
8:28 p.m.

Lv New York La Guardia via AA 339
Ar Washington National
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Approved. Lona distance telephone calls,are certified as necessary in the
interest of the Government.

.• .

DIFFERENCES:

.

(Date) , •••( Approving Officer) .

NEXT PREVIOUS VOUCHER PAID UNDER SAME TRAVEL AUTHORITY
VOUCHER NO. I D.O. SYMBOL • !DATE ( MONTH-YEAR )

Total verified correct for charge to appropriation(s)

(initials)  

Certified correct and proper for payment: - . .
, ..

• • •. ' .'

Applied to travel advance (appropriation symbol)

NET TO .........
(Date) (Authorized Certifying Officer) TRAVELER

ACCOUNTING CLASSIFICATION

• Abbreviations for Pullman accommodations: MR. master room; DR, drawing room; CP, compartment; BR, bedroom; DSR, duplex single room; RNI, rounleo-,
DRM, duplex roomette; SOS, single occupancy section; LB, lower berth; UB. upper berth; EB-UB. lower and upper berth; S. seat.

•• FRAUDULENT CLAIM-Falsification of an item in an expense account works a forfeiture of the claim (28 U.S.C. 2514) and may result in a fine of not more
than $10,000 or imprisonment for not more than 5 years or both (18 U.S.C. 287; id. 1001).

• '• If long distance telephone calls arc included, the approving othLer must have been authorized in writing by the head of the department or agency to so certify
(31U.S.C.680a).

r:



SCHEDULE OF EXPENSES AND AMOUNTS CLAIMED

pHYVIOUMMPORARY DUTY ((omplete their blocks onl) if in travel slaw immediate!) prior to period covered by this ioucher and if admin

utratitel) required)

DEPARTURE FROM OFFICIAL
(DATE)

STATION
I (HOUR)

TEMPORARY DUTY STATION LAS1 DAY OF
(LOCATION)

PRECEDING VOUCHER PERIOD
(DATE OF ARRIVAL)

DATE
NATURE OF EXPENSE•

AUTHORIZED
MILEAGE

RATE _i
AMOUNT CLAIMED

SPEEDOMETER
READINGS

No. OF
MILES
.mILEAGE SUBSISTENCE OTHER

1/11 Lv Washington
1r New_York,

via AA 303 8:30
New York__  9:25-a,

433 West 53rd
na-Hotel

a.m.

  Taxi fr

Taxi fr
to t1-1
Lv New

Shutt1P4

-m,

Americana Hotel
Avenue and 50th Street

York via Eastern 10:00 p.m.

,
2-00

25

Ar Washington National 11:02 p.m.

* Traveller was required to take a
later flight than was scheduled.
Eastern Air LInes Fare Adjustment
coupon attached downgrading the
ticket to coach for the return

_ trip, .
•

,

_

Per DIEM:
_

3/4 day at $9.00 6 75

‘ .

•

Grand total to face of voucher
(Subtotals, to be carried forward if netess.iry I $11.00 5 4 25

11.1. GOVERNMENT PAINTING OffICE . 1.111O OF -4.30-454 145)

•11 prr diem allowances for member5 of employee's immediate family are included, give members' names, their relationship to employee,
and ages and marital status of children (unless this information is showa on the travel authorization).



s SeUyE AmericanAirlines PASSENGER 11CKET AND BAGCiAGE CHECKCOKINAC1 SSSSSS KUCK CITUPOK

NAME OF PASSENGER NOT TRANSFERABLE PASSENGER'S COUPON
DATE DI, ISSUX

e  ‘F- • 
iNDOIOINICHT. ICA N

;1
NI 1ka 1  12 

7") I 
NOT G000 FON PASSAGE

• 

"Vil 11 7S, H I N G T 0 N

0 ?:. !TO A 7,276 -1 I

X ii) 1
.4 ;taw Tx

1  ,

ORIGIN

NOTVALIOWOKE

NOT VALID
2

DEOnNADON

TICAKTOINIKINATOwv0u11,64504.

10 JAN 73

Toll  Mom orrrcil TimET
TIoN/T 0

CARRIER
ranmcimAromo

Hollia0 IN ExCHANOt FON

"—b•Tit ANO PLACE or ORM... ISSUE

TARE SAMS CARRIER 'ELM MIST DATA TIME STATUS

4tW,t4V
/t/174ezcz.

, '1AS}1 1NGTON
nit 

62.56 
TOTAL

5.04
EQUIV•
AMT. PO

68.00,

DAGO..

CHICKE0

UNCHECKED

311/v

//1
UNCE CI.

tNk

ver

;INCE
WT.

ralle

CONJUNCTION TEiiTiI 

• •

. AIRLINE 10110 SERIAL NURSER

001:42)1,93611B9 
RA i'31,1T1ZC0.7

313 DIST OF COL
I. if

tc.
2 a
a
a

E2F

0

tS

oz

t

H

0

Tx AND

CPN TICK, Num•ER

..._::
9a441.0 BILL TO Office of Emergency Preparedness4-9 • .19 7 3 Was hingtan.,_u,__G;-20•504 
erZ.---AgiuYicau–Al-rles

FORM OF

p-rp.T.TpwiTTT-....HIElirpTAMErfrl

1/e,

itt__,SE:LLLITLE H
ArOuNT

OS

l'AT40F.4F 41 4yerresalirr   cooimiqui COOT ITEL .10551. Tkovo ,NROJKT

AtAhliwk 
A l 

ir dort /artske Wanhinrton D.C. 

New Vert, fictila.kgreturn Air 
lIT TOUND THIT sElIvICE TTOUITE0 WAITE "AND HET010"1 15505 CATNIPS AN071UNCtior POINTS ASS WHERE MUM CLASS SERVICE IS TO PC ruPPIISHEO 'TECO- v.'

[UCH [(Twit. 1 Kt 1.1[SPIICTIVl POINTS!

C 1 al' i  t 1ieai 
(LORCA BINTKP C. SEAT, ITC.1

 0 AwArawambyae.iw
TIINP 'UPTICK AlOuillE0 ONION "410 R LIAM I

Al. ArAtploar Awoe ~is  9/earieme.4sywye rooses.
ceRrirr ',car i mire ArCITIVED riot rrnspoiturfofri stitvIct 00 ricitrs AI00TSI(0

IfiCrAT AS srArto ON RevirleSt 3I01.

TRAVELER'S
SIGNATURE

pL•CE 0

ISSUE

TITLE Director

TRAVELER MUST ASCERTAIN COST OF TRANSPORTATION AND/OR

ACCOMMODATIONS AND RECORD IN SPACES BELOW

TRANSPORTATION AMT. ACCOMMODATION A_MT

] 
TOTAI 

TICKET AGENT WILL NOT ACCEPT THIS

ICIRTIAT
 4

pi
allincton. D.C. -10 
t TRAM5000 001REO“STE0 IS FOR Offitiii. Ts,ot.

SIGN•TURE 

ISSUING OFFICER'S ".',..)(11 A ti •

TITLE Adninistrotive Officer
FISCAL DATA I APPROPRIATION, AUTHORIZATION. ETC.,

83/0TP/210

1130601



1 4 •

Stofidord Form No. 1173
5 GAO 2000
1171-103

REPORT OF CHANGE IN PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION SERVICE

INsmucrtoss.—This form is for use when the passenger transportation and/or
accommodations received by a traveler are of a different character or a lesser

value than those represented by the tickets issued in exchange for the related
transportation request. The completed form together with any unused trans-

portation or ticket coupons, if involved, should be mailed immediately by the

traveler to his administrative office. ( Note.— This report is not required when the

changes in transportation service or accommodation were reflected by an endorsement on

the transportation request before it was exchanged for tickets.)

FROM:

New York, New York

REMARKS:

TO:

Washington D.C.

c..‘c
111

0

a
4e,

7 3

X

T/R NO
8-2,470,920

CARRIER T/R ISSUED TO

TAmerican Airlines
DATE ISSUED

CHECK 50

Return flight downgraded from

first class to coach

EASTERN AIR CIRE's
_

FARE ADJUSTMENT COUPON
SECTION BELOW FOR EASTERN'S USE

FORM AND TICKET NUMBER 

5O/ 47/j //  

FARE

TAX

TOTAL

CASH REFUNDED

REFUND RECEIVED

CUSTOMER'S SIGNATURE

FARE BASIS
USED

enoonoomcoodi
tarl.•.)4)0000UR
ilifYliG0f):1(.40(106

1

GPO 1554 Or-2l4-303

DATE

NOTICE TO CUSTOMER

TICKETS PURCHASED FOR:

CASH — 
(ONLY BLUE COPY ISSUED)
Present this Coupon with Passenger Coupon
of ticket used on this flight to any
Easte7n Air Lines Ticket Office for
Immediate refund.

I.J.A.T.P. OR GOVT T.R. —

(BOTH COPIES ISSUED)
Complete section at right on bath copies
of this form, return BLUE copy to
Flight Attend3nt and retain Receipt Copy
for your records.

1/9/73 
TICKET FORMS AND NOS.

4211:936:169

  TRAVELERS
/ AO'

  ri if 0

  TeLE

 Director 
DATE 1/16/73

rr
6 6 7 6 71 

V

.414.ACEf0FitIS5UE
A 4.-0 • A. • J.. •

niTC47 r4Vc.:YiE7:

N AM ,5

bik a
ADDRESS

CITY -7 TATE

UATP ACCT. NO.

1 GOVT T.R. NO.

• o r

14-TT-0122A REV. 6-63



-

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

AUTHORIZATION OF OFFICIAL TRAVEL.

1. Date of request

January 3, 1973
2. Name and address of traveler

Clay T. Whitehead, SSN 509-34-3700
OEP/OTP
EOBA

WA DC 20504

Submit original and 2 copies to Fiscal Section at

iftwat 3 wortting days in advance of proposed travel
3_ Title
Director

This document becomes an authorization of of-

ficial travel only when the certificate of au-
thorization has been signed by the designated
authorizing official. This travel its ordered on

official business for the convenience of the
Government.

4. Type of appointment

Presidential
5. Orgn. unit (Division)

Office of Telecommunications Policy
6. Official station 

___

Washington, D. C.
7. Purpose of travel

Address ithe National Academy

of Television Arts and Sciences

8. Period of travel

1/10-11/73

... 
9. Est. No. of days of travel

status z
10. Per diem rate

$25.00

11. Office number of traveler

770, 1800 G St., NW 
13. Phone number of

traveler bib].
12. Mileage rate

14. Itinerant

Washington, D. C., to New York, New York; and return to Washington, D. C.

15. Travel to be performed
a. N Common carrier

Including
b. 0 Government-owned

as indicated d. fly privately-owned automobile:
(1) 0 Reimbureable cost not to exceed common carrier costcommercial airline (2) rl Administudively determined to be more advantageous to thevehicle 1-1 Government—common carrier use impracticable (if checked,explain under item 20, 'Remarks'.)c. it Other (SpPcifY)

it;, Allotment number

83/0TP/21 0

17. Pppropriation symbol

1130601

18. Travel authorization No.

2../ 
7

19. Estimated cost of travel 20. Remarks

First class travel authorized.
Use of taxi authorized between place of abode and
places of official business.

Transportation % 68 ii

Per Diem
,

50.00

Other 20.00

Total $ 138.00

21. equested by

-
Director

FOR FISCAL USE ONLY

22. Funds Obligated

__________
Signature

Office of Telecommunications Policy.

Signature 
-----

1* i tie
----..... —

. ...
Title 

._

--....,.......--,

23. CERTIFICATL OF AUTHORIZATION

Yov eta horeby outheristed to travel at government expense, to be paid from available appropriations
with the regulation' of the Office oi Emergency Preparedness and the Standardized Government
Regulations us amended, umder conditions noted on this authorization.

E,xecutive

in accordance
Travel ,

Aaaistant

laAELIIi_L—Vg 
Title

41IMMEIMIMMINEWIR WINIIMOMMINI....--...

IMPORT:16T- Eveol voucLer or message concerning this travel must refer to the travel authorization number.

Form UEld' 9
April 1965




